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Related to the question of determining
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cially for Bezout domains.

the integral domains

modules are a direct sum of cyclic subwhen an integral domain is /¡-local, espe-

Presented are ten equivalent conditions

domain with two maximal ideals not to be /i-local.

for a Prüfer

If R is an integral domain

with quotient field Q, if every maximal ideal of R is not contained

in the union

of the rest of the maximal ideals of R, and if Q/R is an injective R-module, then
R is h -local; and if in addition R is a Bezout domain, then every finitely generated

R-module is a direct sum of cyclic submodules.

In particular if R is a semilocal

Prüfer domain with Q/R an injective R-module,

then every finitely generated R-

module is a direct sum of cyclic submodules.

In [8] E. Matlis defines an integral domain P to be «-local if every nonzero
ideal of P is contained in only a finite number of maximal ideals and if every nonzero prime ideal of R is contained in only one maximal ideal. It is an open question whether an integral domain is «-local if it has the property that all finitely
generated modules are a direct sum of cyclic submodules. If we had an affirmative answer to this question, then using the results of [1] we would have a generalized fundamental theorem of Abelian groups, i.e., we would have a characterization of the integral domains with the property that every finitely generated module
is a direct sum of cyclic submodules.
All rings will be commutative with identity and all modules will be unitary
modules. R will always denote a ring and £2 will denote the set of maximal ideals
of P. If A is a module, then .4* will denote the nonzero elements of A. If P
happens to be an integral domain, then Q will denote the field of fractions of R

and K will denote the P-module Q/R. If A is an P-module, the P-topology on A
is the topology with the submodules rA, r G R*, being a subbase for the open
neighborhoods of 0 in A. If R is an integral domain, then H will denote the completion of R in the P-topology. H is a ring and H = proj limr£Ä» R/Rr =
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HomÄ iK, K). See [8] or [9] for a discussion of H and the P-topology.
A partition of a set X is a finite set {Xx, X2, • • •, ^„1 of subsets of X such

that X = U"=1 X¡ and *,- C\X¡=0

if /=£/. The partition is said to be nontriv-

ial if X¡ ±0 for all i. If/ is an ideal of P, let fi(7) denote {MG fi: / C Ai}.
As a well-known converse of the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have that

if /, /j, I2, • • •, /„ are ideals of P and R/I s 0 S?= t P//,., then / = C\"=, /,■
and /,- + Ij = R if i ¥=f, i.e., {/j, /2, • • •, /„} is pairwise comaximal. As an im-

mediate corollary, if R/I s ©Sf=1 R/I¡, then {£2(7,).fi(/2), • • •, fi(/„)} forms
a partition of fi(7).
E. Matlis has proved that for an integral domain P, P is «-local if and only
if one of the following equivalent conditions holds: (l)i
= $ SMen KM, (2)
P = 0 2Men PM for every torsion P-module T, or (3) H = UMGn HiM) where
HiM) is the completion of RM in the PM-topology [9, Theorem 22]. As an improvement of (2) we have the following.

Proposition 1. An integral domain R is h-local if and only if T =
0 2Mefl TM for every cyclic torsion R-module T.
Proof. We only need to prove one implication. Suppose every cyclic torsion module decomposes as indicated, and let / be a nonzero ideal of P. Then

p//=e Men
z (p//v = 0 Men
z RMiiMM G fi(/) implies RM\IM ^ {0}. R/I cannot be an infinite direct sum of nonzero
submodules, so fi(7) must be finite. LetP be a nonzero prime ideal of P. R/P =

© ^Men RmI^m- If Mx,M2 G fi(P), then R/P is decomposable and so P is a
finite intersection of properly larger ideals which is impossible since P is a prime
ideal. Thus, fi(P) contains only one maximal ideal, and we have shown P is

«-local. Q.E.D.
It follows that the fc-local integral domains are exactly the integral domains
P for which every nonzero ideal / of P we can find a decomposition R/I =
0 S"=1 R/If with each fi(/,) containing exactly one maximal ideal.
Proposition 2. Suppose I is an ideal of R. Then
(1) // fi(7) is finite, then R/I is a direct sum of indecomposable R-modules.

(2) If R/I = 0 2,i"=1R/Ii as 0 2f=I R/Jj withfi(/,) = fi(/;) for somei
and j, then for this i and j we have I¡ = J¡.
(3) If R is a Prüfer domain, then any two decompositions of R/I as in (2)
have a common finer decomposition R/I = 0 S^j S"=1 R/I¡ + J¡.
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Proof. (1) This follows from the fact that if R/I = 0 2?L, R/I¡, then
{fii/j), • • •, fi(/m)} is a partition of fi(7).
(2) Suppose R/I has the two given decompositions and fi(/I ) = fi(7j ). Let

S = P - U fi(¿j). 5 is a multiplicatively closed subset of P. Then R/Ix ®R Rs

s P//j, and if 1 < i < m, then /,. D 5 =£0 so P//,. 8^ P5 s {0}. Thus,P// €fe
Rs ä P//j. But R/I ®R Rs is independent of the decomposition of R/I, so R/Ix
= P//j and this implies Ix = Jx.
(3) Suppose P is a Prüfer domain and R/I has the two given decompositions.
We have I = f}"L x I¡, {/j, • • •, Im) is pairwise comaximal, I = C\"= x J¡, and
{/j, • • • , /„} is pairwise comaximal. Since R is a Prüfer domain, the ideals of P

form a distributivelattice,i.e., f|"=i ¿, + // = // + fl"=i «fy-Thus,
m

/ n

\

m

/

«

\

m

n /,+j,■=
n(n /,+j¡)= nfc+n ^ =n ft+/)

-(ft«)*/-*
We have {/,.+/■: /' = 1, • • •, m and / = 1,••-,«}
is pairwise comaximal. Hence,
the common finer decomposition exists by the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Q.E.D.
If fi(/) is infinite with / nonzero, then R/I need not be a direct sum of indecomposable P-modules. By examples from number theory or either of the examples
at the end of this paper, there exists an integral domain P with appropriate maxi-

mal ideals {M,}^-j such that f)°°=x M¡ # {0}and P/HJL i M¡ is not decomposable
as a direct sum of indecomposable P-modules.
R/I is indecomposable if fi(7) contains a single maximal ideal. As a measure
of the decomposability of R/I when fi(7) is finite, we have the following.

Proposition 3. ¿er R be a Prüfer domain and I an ideal of R such that
fi(7) is finite. Then R/I is indecomposable if and only if for all non trivial parti-

tions {fij, fi2} of fi(/) there exist M G fit, N G fi2 and a prime ideal P of R
such that IC PCM n N.
Proof. Suppose R/I is decomposable. Then R/I = R/Ix ® R/I2 with Ix
and /2 proper ideals of P. Then /, n /2 = I. Suppose there exist M G fi(/j),
N G fi(/2) and a prime ideal P of P such that ICPCMCiN.
PD I implies
P3/j
or P D I2. Suppose PD Ix. Then N G fi(/, ) D fi(/2), contradicting
{fií/j ), fi(72)} is a partition of fi(7). Thus, it is not the case that such an M, N
and P exist.
Conversely, suppose R/I is indecomposable. Any P-submodule of R/I is an
Pfl.ijn^-module,
and conversely. Thus, we may assume P is semilocal with
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fi = fi(/). Suppose {fij, fi2} is a nontrivial partition of fi(7) and fit = {Mx,
M2, ' ' ', Mm], fi2 = {Nx,N2,"',Nn}.
Let v¡ be the valuation associated with
the valuation ring RM , and w.- be the valuation associated with the valuation ring

P^ (see [10]).
Suppose there exists xx GR such that v¡ixx) G u,(/*) and Wjixx) = 0 for
all i and /, and suppose there exists x2 GR such that v¡ix2) = 0 and w;(x2) G

WjQ*) for all i and /. Let Ix = Rxx + I and I2 = Rx2 + I. Then I = Ix D I2
and 7j +12 = P, so R/I = R/Ix ® R/I2 and R/I is decomposable. Contradiction.
Thus, we may assume that there does not exist an jc G P such that v¡(x) G v¡il*)

and Wj(x) = 0 for all i and /.
For each/ suppose there exist x¡ G R such that v¡(Xj) G v¡il*) for all / and
WjiXj) = 0. R is a Bezout domain, since it is a semilocal Prüfer domain. Let

x GR such that Rx = Sj^, Rx¡. We have v¿x) G v¡(f*) and Wj(x) = 0 for all
i and /. Contradiction. Thus, there exists f0 G {1, 2, • • •, «} such that there does
not exist x GR such that v¡ix) G v¡il*) for all i and w¡ (x) = 0.
Suppose for each i there exists x¡ G R such that v¡ix¡) G v¡Q*) and w¡ ix)
= 0. A finite intersection of principal ideals of P is a principal ideal of P since P
is a Bezout domain [1, Proposition 3.2]. Thus, there exists x GR such that Rx =

n^Lt Rx¡. Then v¿x) G v¡il*) for all i and w¡ (x) = 0. Contradiction. Thus,
there exists i0 G {1, 2,• • •, m} such that there does not exist x GR such that

v, ix) G v; il*) and w, (x) = 0.
'o

'o

70

As in [10] we define a subgroup 7/ of a totally ordered Abelian group G to
be an isolated subgroup if Hi2 G and if g G H whenever gGG and there exists
h G H such that —« < g- < h. Define H = {/¿: H is an isolated subgroup of

u,. (ß *) and H n uf (/*) = 0}. Let /¿0 = (J f/. DefineP by P = {0}U {r G P*:
vt ir) £ ¿f0 and w;- (r) > 0}. Clearly P is an ideal of P such that IC P C M¡ n
A^- . We need to show that P is a prime ideal of P.

First suppose there exists r GR* such that v¡ ir) £¿f0 and w¡ ir) = 0. For
every positive integer p, v¡ (rp) ^ /z"0 and vv;-(rp) = 0. By the earlier conclusion
that there does not exist an x G R such that u, ix) G v¡ il*) and w¡ ix) = 0, we
lo
'o
•'o
conclude that u,. (rp) $ i»( (/*) for allp > 1. Let Hï = {g G v¡ (g*): there

exists p > 1 such that - v¡ (rp) <g<v¡

irp)}. Then ¿fj G f/. But u,. (r) G

Hx C H0, contradiction. We have shown that there does not exist rGR
that vioir)$H0 and w,Q(r) = 0.

such

To show that P is a prime ideal, suppose a, b G R - P. By the last para-

graph v¡oia) G H0 and v¡Qib) G //0. Thus, u/()(aè) = vÍQ(fl)+ v¡Qib) GH0+H0

= H0, so ab ^ P, and P is a prime ideal of P.

Q.E.D.
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In particular, suppose P is a Prüfer domain with fi = {Mx, M2} and / an

ideal of P such that ICMX C\M2. Then R/I is indecomposable if and only if
there exists a prime ideal P of P such that IC P C Mx n M2.
Let P be an integral domain. If A is an P-submodule of Q, then we let
A~l = {q G Q: qA C P}. P is said to have a remote quotient field if there
exists an P-submodule A of Q such that A =£Q and A-1 = {0}. R is said to be a
closed domain if / n P # {0} for all nonzero ideals / of H. Some facts concerning remote quotient fields and closed domains are given in [9] or [8].
Theorem 4. Let R be an integral domain. If R does not have a remote
quotient field, then R is a closed domain.

Proof. The following argument was communicated by E. Matlis. By [9,
Theorem 79] P does not have a remote quotient field if and only if there exists a

valuation ring V such that PC V C Q and V~l =£ {0}. Thus, V/R is an P-module
which is torsion of bounded order. We get an exact sequence of P-modules
Hom„ (K, V/R) -* HomR(AT,
K) -* HomÄ(AT,Q/V) -» Ext¿ (K, V/R)— Ext¿ (AT,
K)
\»

{0}

I»

H

IIÍ

II?

II?

H(V)

V/R

Extj,(0, R)

where HiV) = HomK((2/F, Q/V) is the completion of Fin the F-topology. Since
V/R is torsion (of bounded order) and Ext¿ iQ, R) is torsion-free (and divisible),
the last horizontal homomorphism is zero. Thus, we have a short exact sequence

of P-modules 0 -* H -> HiV) -> V/R -* 0. # -+ HiV) is easily checked to be
a ring homomorphism, so H is an integral domain.
Let QH and QH(v) De tne quotient fields of H and //'(P). respectively.
From the short exact sequence, we deduce that QH = QH/yy Again from the
short exact sequence and the fact that HiV) is a valuation ring, we deduce that H
does not have a remote quotient field.
With identification we have H C H ®R QC QH. We have a short exact

sequence0 -► H -*■H ®RQ ~*H®R K-»>0 [9, p. 9] and H®R K s K [9,
Theorem ll],so0-*//-*//'®/?Q-»A:->0is
exact. If h G H*, then thinking
of A G HomÄiK, K), we have /z(£) ¥={0}. Thus, {h G H: hiH ®R Q) C H] = {0}.
H does not have a remote quotient field, then implies H ®R Q = ß^.

If A G //*,

then l/hGQH^ HRt and so there exist h' G H and r G P* such that 1/A = A'/r.
Thus, r = h'h G (P D ¿/A)* and so every ideal ¿/A of H intersects P nontriv-

ially. Q.E.D.
An integral domain is a Bezout domain if every finitely generated ideal is a
principal ideal. Every Bezout domain is a Prüfer domain since finitely generated
ideals, being principal, are projective. Every semilocal Prüfer domain is a Bezout
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domain [5, Corollary 5]. If P is an integral domain and A is an P-module, then
A is said to be A-reduced if Hom^ iQ, A) = {0}. See [9] or [8] for some facts
concerning the property A-reduced.

Lemma 5. Let R be a Prüfer domain with exactly two maximal ideals Mx

and M2. IfP is a prime ideal of R such that P C Mx C\M2, then PRP = P.
Proof.

Straightforward (or see [9, proof of Theorem 54]).

Theorem 6. ¿er R be a Prüfer domain with exactly two maximal ideals.
The following statements are equivalent:

(1) P is not h-local.
(2) There exists a nonzero prime ideal of R contained in both maximal ideals.
(3) P does not have a remote quotient field.

(4) V~1 ¥= {0}for all valuation rings V such that R C V C Q.
(5) There exists a valuation ring V such that R C VC Q and V~l =£ {0}.
(6) Every proper R-submodule of K is h-reduced.
il) K does not contain a nontrivial proper divisible submodule.
(8) Every nonzero element of Homfi QC,K) is an epimorphism of K.

(9) P is a closed domain.

(10) IfJ is an idealof H and I = J C\R, then J = HI.
(11) H is an integral domain.

Proof. (1)*=>(2). Trivial.
(3)=>(2). [9, Theorem 94].
(2)=> (5). If P is a nonzero prime ideal contained in both maximal ideals,
then Rp is a valuation ring and by Lemma 5, Rp ' D P =£ {0}.

(3) <=>(4) «=»(5). [9, Theorem 79].
(2) => (7). Suppose P is a nontrivial prime ideal of P such that P C Mx n
M2 where Mx and M2 are the two maximal ideals of P. Suppose B/R is a divisible

P-module with QD BDR.
We wish to show that there exists s G P* such that 1/s + P G iB/R)*.

Let

qGB - R. If q £ RM Mx and q $RM M2, then l/q G R since RM and RM
are valuation rings. Thus, s = \¡q is the desired s. Otherwise we may without
loss of generality assume that q ^ RM and q G RM M2. R is a Bezout domain,
so there exists g G Q such that Rg = R + Rq. There exist rx, r2 GR such that

g = rx + r2q. Then g + R = r, + r2q + R = r2iq + R) G B/R. g$RM

and

g$RM M2, so l/g G RM n RM = P, and so s = \¡g is the desired s. We have
shown the existence of the required s.
We next show that there exists tGMx n M2 such that 1/r + P G iB/R)*.
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Suppose this is not the case. We may assume without loss of generality that if
z GR and 1/z GB - P, then z $M2. By the last paragraph, let s GP be chosen

so that 1/s + P G iB/R)*. Choose x G P*. B/R is a divisibleP-module, so there
exists q G B such that 1/s + P = xfa + P). We claim that 1/qGR. For if not
<7G RM.M¡for some i = 1,2. Then xq G PRM M¡ = RMPC RpP = P by
Lemma 5. Then 1/s + P = xq + R = 0, contradicting 1/s + P m 0. Thus, 1/?
G P. Let t = I/?, and so 1/s + P = x(l/r + P) with 1/r + P G P/P. There
exists r G P such that 1/s - x/t = r. If rGP, then r = xs + rst G P and this is
the desired t. If r ^ P, then r(l —rs) = xs G P. By the assumption that 1/z G
B - R implies z $M2,we have r ^ Af2 and so r £ P. Thus, 1 - rsGPC Mx n
Af2 and so rs and s are units of P. 1/s + P = 0, a contradiction. We have shown
the existence of the required t.

Let t G Mx f\M2 such that 1/r + P G iB/R)*. B/R * K implies there exists
u GR such that l/u + R GK - B/R. B/R is divisible implies there exists b GB
such that 1/r + P = uQ) + R). For some r G R we have «A - 1/r = r, or Ar =
(rr + l)/w. r G Mj ni2 implies rt + 1 is a unit of P, so 1/uGRbtCRb
C B,
and so l/u +P G P/P a contradiction.

(7) => (8). Trivial.
(8) => (11). Let /, g G HomÄ(AT,K)*. Then / and g are epimorphisms of
K and so fg is an epimorphism of K. In particular fg ^ 0.
(11) ™*(1). Suppose P is A-local and Mx and M2 are the maximal ideals of
P. Then // s H(M1) © //(Ai2) and so H is not an integral domain.

(7) =» (6) => (8). Trivial.
(9) => (10). [8, Proposition 7.8].
(10)=» (9)=* (11). Trivial.
(3)=>(9). Theorem 4. Q.E.D.
If P is an A-local integral domain, then we know the structure of H, namely
H = nMen HiM) where HiM) is the completion of RM in the PM-topology. The
following shows the possibility for H when R is not A-local.

Corollary
7. Let R be a Prüfer domain with exactly two maximal ideals
M and N and suppose R is not h-local. Then H is an integral domain with quo-

tient field H®R Q and H ®R Q/H = K. The R-topology and H-topology on H
are the same, so H is complete in the H-topology. H is a Prüfer domain with
exactly two maximal ideals HM and HN, and H is not h-local. Furthermore, H =

HiRM) n HiRN), HiRM) = HHM and HiRN) = HHN where we have identified
these rings as subrings of the quotient field H ®R Q of H, and where HiRM) and
HiRN) are the completions of RM and RN, respectively.
Proof. By (11), H is an integral domain, and in the proof of Theorem 4 we
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showedthe quotient field of H is H ®R Q and H ®R Q/H s K. If h G H*, then
there exists rGiR n Hh)* by (9). Thus, there exists A' G H such that r = h'h,
and so Hr = Hh'h C //A. Thus, the P-topology and the //-topology on H are the
same. H is complete in the P-topology [9, Theorem 10], so H is complete in the
¿/-topology. H is a flat P-module [9, Theorem 10], so by [2, Chapter VI, Proposition 4.1.2] Tor* (A, C) s Tor^(/l, H ®R C) for every //-module A and Pmodule C. By [3, Theorem 2] P is a Prüfer domain if and only if w gl dim P < 1, i.e.,

Torf = 0. Hence,Tor^ = 0, and H is a Prüfer domain. By [9, Theorem 13(2)], HM
and HN are maximal ideals of H. By (10) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the ideals (prime ideals; maximal ideals) of//and a subset of the set of ideals
(respectively, prime ideals; maximal ideals) of P. Thus, H has exactly these two
maximal ideals. If P is a nonzero prime ideal of P such that P CM C\N, then HP

is a prime ideal of H [9, Theorem 13(2)] and clearly {0}=ÉHP C HM n HN, so H
is not A-local. Again using the proof of Theorem 4, we have H C HiRM) C

H ®R Q. If / is an ideal of//, then by (10) (P n J)HiRM) = iR n J)HHiRM)
= JHiRM). Thus, JCHMif and only if P n / C M if and only if (P n J)HiRM)
CMHiRM) if and only if JHiRM)CMHiRM). Thus, HHM = HiRM). Similarly
HHN —HiRN). Since H is an integral domain H = HHM n //HAr = HiRM) n

//(P^).

Q.E/D.

Corollary
8. Suppose R is a Prüfer domain with exactly two maximal
ideals. If K is an injective R-module, then R is h-local.
Proof. Suppose K is an injective P-module and R is not A-local. By (7) of
the theorem, K is indecomposable, and so by [7, Proposition 2.6] H is a local
ring. This contradicts Corollary 7. Q.E/D.

Theorem 9. Let R be an integral domain such that M<$- U (fi - {M}) for
all M G fi. If K is an injectiveR-module, then R is h-local.

Proof.

Let M G fi. By hypothesis, there exists xM G M - (J (fi - {M}).

LetyM = l/xM + RGK. AnnÄiyM) = RxM. Let EiRyM) denote an injective
envelope of RyM. Since K is injective, we can identify EiRyM) with a submodule
of K, and we will denote this submodule by KiM). We have AT(M)M
$ {0}since
(r>'m)m - ÍrIRxm)m - rm/rmxm ^ i°}- Let CW) be a complementary summand of KiM) in K, i.e., AT= KiM) ® C(M). KM £ Q/RM which is indecomposable [9, Theorem 18]. On the other hand KM fit KiM)M ® CiM)M, so we must

have KiM)Ms Q/RM and C(M)Mat {0}.
Lut N G SI,N=£M. We claimthat ATÍM)^K {0}. Supposenot. By hypothesis, there exists xN G N - \J (fi - {N}). Let yN = 1/x^ + P G K. Let jc = xMxN
and y = 1/jc + P. (P^p s: {0}if P G fi - {M,/V} and iRy)P $ {0}if P G
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{M, N}. Write y = yx +y2 where ^j G KiM) and y2 G CiM). As above,
KiM)N $ {0}implies CiM)N = {0}. If P G fi - {N}, then iRy2)P s {0}. Thus,
iRy2)P as {0} for all P G fi, and so y2 = 0. Hence, y G KiM). xMy = yN G
KiM)*, and RyN n RyM = {0}. But this is impossible since KiM) is an essential
extension of RyM. We have shown that KiM)N s {0} if N G fi, N + M.
For each M G fi we get a submodule KiM) of K. We wish to show that K
is the direct sum of these submodules. For a given M G fi, let A = KiM) D

Spen _{M}KiP). For P G fi, P ^ M, ¿p ¥={0}since A:(M)P= {0}. On the other
hand

AMc(

£

KiP)) -{0}

y>en - {aí}

yjw

since KiP)M = {0}. Thus, /l^ = {0} for all A G fi, and so A = {0}. The sum
2pei2 AT(P)is therefore a direct sum. If/: 0 2pei2 AT(P)—*ATis the inclusion
map, M G fi, and \M: RM —*■
RM the identity map, then the induced map
f® lM: (© £
KiP)) ®R RM-K®R
\ pen
/

RM

is an isomorphism. It follows that /is an isomorphism, i.e., K = 0 2/>6n KiP)-

Let r G R*. There exist Px, • • •, P„ G fi such that \¡r + R = kx + • • • +

kn wherek¡ G KiP¡). Thus, if P G fi - {Px,• • •, P„} then (P(l/r + R))p a {0},
and so fi(r) C {Pt, • • •, Pn}, a finite set. Thus, if P is not A-local, then there
exists a nonzero prime ideal J of R contained in more than one maximal ideal of

P. Let / G J*. There exist Px, • • •, P„ G fi such that 1// + P = j\ + • • • + /„
where /, G K(P¡). Then

/ D Rj = AnnÄ(1// + P) = f| AnnÄ(/,.).
/=i
/ is a prime ideal implies there exists an i such that / D ßnmR (/,).

andJIÍD/.iVD/,

If M, N G fi

and for this i, we have (Rjt)M $ {0} and iRj¡)N ^ {0}. Hence,

KiP¡)M $ {0} and KiP¡)N $ {0}, contradicting the second paragraph. Thus, P

must be A-local. Q.E.D.
It is not known whether the hypothesis of "every maximal ideal is not contained in the union of the other maximal ideals" is necessary for Theorem 9. It
is an interesting open question as to which integral domains have the property that
ATis an injective P-module. Especially in light of the fact that for a valuation ring
P we have that K is an injective P-module if and only if every finitely generated
P-module is a direct sum of cyclic submodules, or more generally this is true for
semilocal A-local Prüfer domains [1, Theorem 4.10]. The following generalizes

Corollary 8.
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Corollary
10. Let R be a semilocal integral domain. If K is an injective
R-module, then R is h-local.
Proof. If R is semilocal, then no maximal ideal of P is contained in the
union of the rest of the maximal ideals of P. Q.E.D.
In [1] we define a ring P to be almost maximal if every proper homomorphic image of R is a linearly compact P-module. Then P is an almost maximal
integral domain if and only if P is an A-local integral domain and RM is almost
maximal for all M G fi [1, Theorem 2.9]. The following generalizes Theorem 54
of [9] and provides one of the missing implications of Theorem 4.8 of [1].
Theorem 11. Let R be a semilocal Prüfer domain. The following statements
are equivalent:
1. K is an injective R-module.
2. R is an almost maximal integral domain.
Proof. Suppose K is an injective P-module. By Corollary 10, P is A-local,
and so P is almost maximal by [1, Theorem 4.9]. The converse follows from [1,

Theorem 4.8].

Q.E.D.

Theorem 12. Let R be a Bezout domain such that M<t\Ji£l{M}) for
all M G fi and such that K is an injective R-module. Then every finitely generated
R-module is a direct sum of cyclic submodules.
Proof. By Theorem 9, P is A-local, so P is almost maximal by [1, Theorem
4.9]. An almost maximal Bezout domain has the property that every finitely generated module is a direct sum of cyclic submodules [1, Theorem 3.4]. Q.E.D.
Corollary
13. Let R be a semilocal Prüfer domain with K an injective Rmodule. Then every finitely generated R-module is a direct sum of cyclic submodules.
Proof. A semilocal Prüfer domain is a Bezout domain, and no maximal
ideal of P is contained in the union of the rest of the maximal ideals of P since P

is semilocal. Q.E.D.
We now turn our attention to the hypothesis of Theorems 9 and 12. If X

is a set, F is a filter of * if (1) 0 ±FCXfor allFG F,(2) Fj nF2 G Ffor all
FX,F2G F, and (3) FeFandPC/'ci
implies F' Gf. F is an ultrafilter
of A!"if F is a filter of X and is maximal with respect to that property. By Zorn's
Lemma every filter of X is contained in an ultrafilter of X. F is a free filter (or

ultrafilter) of X if (~) F = 0.
Proposition 14. Let R be a Bezout domain with M G SI such that M C
U ft' wAerefi' = fi - {M}. For x G R define fi'(x) = {P G fi': xG P}. Then
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rAere exists a free ultrafilter F of Si' such that M = {x G R: Sl'ix) G F}.

Proof. Let F0 = {Sl'ix): xGM}. If xx, • - • , xn G M, then since P is a
Bezout domain, there exists g G M such that Rg = Rxx + • • • + Rxn. Thus,

ß'(i) c C\"=i Œ'(*,). ^cUn'

mV1™n'(s) * 0- Wehavethat if Ft,' • •,

Fn G F0, then f\nzzX F, * 0. Let Tx = {F C fi': there exist Fx,' • • ,F„ G F0
such that F D (~)"=xP";}-Then fx is a filter of fi'. Let F be an ultrafilter of fi'
containing Fj. If P G fi', then P ? M, so there exists jc g'M - P. Then P $
fi'(x), and so flF0 = 0. Hence, F is a free ultrafilter.

Let M' = {x G R: Sl'ix) G F}. If x G M' and r G P, then fi'(rx) D Sl\x)
G F and so rx G M'. Ifx, y G M', then Sl'ix +y)D Sl'ix) n Sl\y) G F, and so x +
y G M'. ThusM'isanidealofP.
fi'(l) =0 £ F, so M' =¿P. ClearlyM'DM,
and so M' = M. Q.E.D.
Corollary
15. ¿er R be a Bezout domain with M G SI such that M C
U(ft - {M}). Then R is not h-local.
Proof. If F is a free filter and F G F, then F is an infinite set. Hence,
every element of M is contained in infinitely many maximal ideals, so P is not A-

local by definition. Q.E.D.
Corollary
16. Let R be a Bezout domain such that K is an injective Rmodule. Then R is h-local if and only if for every M G SI we have M <£

U(ft-W).
Proof. Combine Theorem 9 and Corollary 15.
The following two examples seem to indicate that the property of a maximal
ideal being contained in the union of other maximal ideals is not related to the
Krull dimension of the ring. Namely, there exist two Bezout domains each with
maximal ideals MM, Mx, M2, • • • such that Mœ C (Jn = i ^n ^ ^ ^-ruu dimension of RM is one for all positive integers n, yet the Krull dimension of RM is
one for the one ring and infinity for the other ring.
Example 17. If P is an integral domain with U the set of units of P, then

the Abelian group Q*\U is called the divisibility group of P. It is a partially
ordered group where aU> bUfor a, b G Q* if a/b GR. P. Jaffard has proved
that given any lattice ordered Abelian group G there exists an integral domain with
divisibility group G [6, Theorem 3, p. 78]. In fact the integral domain thus constructed is a Bezout domain [4, p. 1370]. Let N = {1, 2,* • •} be the set of

natural numbers, and let Z be the additive group of integers. ZN is then a countable
product of copies of Z, and we can think of an element of ZN of the form (Zj,
z2, • • •) or simply (z„) where z„ G Z. Let G = {(z„) G ZN: there exists kGZ
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such that zn = k except for a finite number of n GN}. Order G by (z„) > iz'n)
if zn > z'n for all n G N. Then G is a lattice ordered group. By the Jaffard construction, there exists a Bezout domain P with divisibility group G. Let /be the

composition Q* —>Q*/U s G. For i G A^let M¡ = {0} U {r G P*: if/(r) = (z„),
then z„ > 0 for ail n G N and z¡ > 0}. Let Mm = {0} U {r G P*: if/(r) = (z„),
then z„ > 0 for ail n G N and z„ > 0 for ail but â finite number of « G N}. It
is not hard to see that fi = {MM,Mx, M2, • • •} and if M G fi, then RM is a discrete rank one valuation ring. Thus, the Krull dimension of RM is one for all
M G SI. Clearly MM C (J„ejv M„. Directly or using Corollary 15, one sees that
P is not A-local. (This is an example of a locally Noetherian ring which is not
Noetherian, appearing in [W. Heinzer and J. Ohm, Locally Noetherian commuta-

tive rings, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 158 (1971), 273-284].)
Example 18. Use the same notation as in the last example, but think of
replacing G by ZN. Use the Jaffard construction to get a Bezout domain P with
divisibility group ZN. With the corresponding Mn, there exists a maximal ideal M«, of
P such thatM„ C \Jn(ENMn (see Proposition 14 for construction of MJ). It car be
shown that for nGN, RM is a discrete rank one valuation ring and hence RM is of
Krull dimension one. With a little more difficulty, it can be shown that the Krull
dimension of RM^ is infinity. Again P is not A-local by Corollary 15.
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